L11 domain rearrangement upon binding to RNA and thiostrepton studied by NMR spectroscopy
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ABSTRACT
Ribosomal proteins are assumed to stabilize specific RNA structures and promote compact folding of the large rRNA. The conformational dynamics of the protein between the bound and unbound state play an important role in the binding process. We have studied those dynamical changes in detail for the highly conserved complex between the ribosomal protein L11 and the GTPase region of 23S rRNA. The RNA domain is compactly folded into a well defined tertiary structure, which is further stabilized by the association with the C-terminal domain of the L11 protein (L11ctd). In addition, the N-terminal domain of L11 (L11ntd) is implicated in the binding of the natural thiazole antibiotic thiostrepton, which disrupts the elongation factor function. We have studied the conformation of the ribosomal protein and its dynamics by NMR in the unbound state, the RNA bound state and in the ternary complex with the RNA and thiostrepton. Our data reveal a rearrangement of the L11ntd, placing it closer to the RNA after binding of thiostrepton, which may prevent binding of elongation factors. We propose a model for the ternary L11–RNA–thiostrepton complex that is additionally based on interaction data and conformational information of the L11 protein. The model is consistent with earlier findings and provides an explanation for the role of L11ntd in elongation factor binding.

INTRODUCTION
The ribosome is a large ribonucleoprotein complex that translates the genetic code from mRNA into a polypeptide chain during protein synthesis. Detailed structural information is presently known that reveals the two subunit complex structure of the RNA and the associated proteins, resulting in a wealth of information about protein–RNA interactions (1–6). Various Cryo-EM and X-ray structures are currently available of the ribosome trapped in different states of the translation process, including mRNAs, tRNAs, translation factors, release factors and antibiotics (7–21). Some regions in the molecular structure turned out to be rather flexible and at the same time are possible targets for antibiotics and are involved in regulation. Studies of these individual regions by high-resolution structural techniques largely contribute to understanding the dynamical properties and mechanisms of the proteins involved in ribosomal protein synthesis.

The complex between the ribosomal protein L11 and the 23S rRNA domain is an essential part (22,23) of the ribosomal GTPase-associated region (GAR). L11 is a highly conserved two-domain protein and has a specific role both in EF-G dependent GTP hydrolysis and in release factor 1 (RF-1) dependent termination (24,25). The C-terminal domain of L11 (L11ctd) is primarily involved in binding to a well-conserved 58 nt sequence in the GAR region. This ribosomal RNA region shows a compact fold, which is stabilized by extensive tertiary contacts (26,27). An essential monovalent ion-binding-site must be occupied for the RNA to fold (28) and Mg2+ is essential under most conditions, can be replaced by high concentrations of monovalent ions (29,30). Biochemical experiments have shown that the RNA structure is further stabilized by the presence of L11ctd (31–33). The structures of full-length L11 and L11ctd in its free form have been solved by NMR (34–36). Moreover, the structure of L11 in complex with its cognate RNA has been characterized by NMR for L11ctd as well as full-length L11 (26,27,37). Cryo-EM and X-ray experiments show that the location of the N-terminal domain of L11 (L11ntd) differs upon binding of EF-G (38), the release factors 1 and
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2 (19), EF-Tu, GDP and kirromycin (39), and with respect to an initiation-like state of the ribosome (17). Furthermore, recent X-ray structures of the ribosome (6) show additional orientations for L11ntd. Allogther, these observations strongly suggest that the dynamical behavior of both L11 domains is important for its function during the ribosomal cycle. Since L11ntd makes only limited contacts to the RNA, this may allow interaction with the elongation and initiation factors.

Interestingly, the L11–RNA complex is targeted by the thiazole family of natural antibiotics such as thiostrepton and microccin (22,40,41). Thiostrepton is known to inhibit the EF-G function and the binding of release factors (42–44). Biochemical studies show that thiostrepton binds at the hairpin loop regions containing A1067 and A1095 (45–48) and may inhibit EF-G dependent translocation by hindering conformational changes in this region (49,50). Thiostrepton-resistant mutants of the L11 protein have been discovered that contain proline to serine or threonine mutations in the L11ntd (50,51). Furthermore, biochemical footprinting indicated that addition of thiostrepton induces a strong protection at the junction of both L11 domains, while the mutants were significantly less protected. Another study showed that all spontaneous thiostrepton-resistant mutations were found at conserved positions in the L11ntd or the RNA (52). Moreover, mutational analysis of several proline sites in L11ntd suggested that the resistance to thiostrepton may be caused by a more solvent-accessible conformation of this domain. A model has previously been proposed for the interaction of thiostrepton with the RNA that was based on NMR and methylation data of the RNA–thiostrepton binary complex (53). A limitation of this previous study is the absence of the L11 protein, although it has been implemented in the binding model using the X-ray structure of the L11–RNA complex (26). The affinity of thiostrepton to 23S rRNA is strongly enhanced by the presence of L11ntd (54,55). It appears that thiostrepton may block the conformational rearrangement of L11ntd, therefore interfering with interaction of EF-G with the ribosome.

To get more insight into the role of L11 in the ribosome, we have investigated the conformational dynamics of L11 comprising both domains in its free form and in complex with either its cognate RNA region or both the RNA and thiostrepton. The dynamical properties and conformational transitions are studied by heteronuclear NMR relaxation measurements. The relative domain orientation is investigated for the binary L11–RNA and ternary L11–RNA–thiostrepton complex using NMR residual dipolar coupling (RDC) data. We have identified the interaction surfaces and show that the dynamical properties and the orientation of the L11 protein domains change upon binding to the RNA and the thiostrepton antibiotic, which is important for its function. We propose structural models for the ternary complex that are based on a docking approach using NMR chemical shift data and RDCs for the L11 protein. The models are in agreement with NMR and biochemical results from others and additionally reveal the structural rearrangement of L11ntd in the complex.
spectrometers equipped with cryogenic triple-resonance probes. For the L11–RNA complex, little excess (1.5×) of the unlabeled RNA was added and no significant changes were observed anymore in the \(^{(1)}\text{H,}^{15}\text{N}\)-HSQC spectra after the last addition. The thiostrepton was added to a diluted L11 + RNA sample, containing 5% of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). The sample was heated for 5 min at 70°C and exchanged towards NMR buffer by repeated dilution and concentration using Centriprep 3K filters (Millipore).

The spectrometer was locked on D,O. Spectra were processed using the software package NMRPipe (61) and analyzed using SPARKY 3 (T. D. Goddard and D. G. Kneller, University of California, San Francisco). The resonances for the free form of L11 have been assigned before (62). Sequential backbone resonance assignment of labeled \(\text{(}^{2}\text{D,}^{15}\text{N,}^{13}\text{C and}^{15}\text{N}\text{)}\) L11 in complex with unlabeled RNA (and thiostrepton) were obtained from a combination of triple resonance spectra, 3D HNCA, 3D HNCA CB, 3D HNCO, overlaying the \(\text{(}^{1}\text{H,}^{15}\text{N)-}\text{HSQC spectra of free L11 and L11 in complex and by verification of the NOE patterns from high-resolution 3D NOESY-}^{(1}\text{H,}^{15}\text{N)}\)-HSQC spectra. RDCs were measured for the \(\text{(}^{2}\text{D,}^{15}\text{N,}^{13}\text{C labeled L11 in complex samples in pf1 phage (16 g/l) alignment media (Profos and previously reported (62). The backbone assignment could be obtained with the exception of M1, A2, P22 and P73.}

Identification of the L11 interaction surfaces for RNA and thiostrepton

The \(\text{H,}^{15}\text{N and}^{13}\text{C backbone and side-chain resonances of the full-length L11 protein in its free form have been assigned and previously reported (62). The backbone assignment could be obtained with the exception of M1, A2, P22 and P73. Binding of L11 to the RNA was shown to be strongly dependent on the Mg\(^{++}\) concentration as it is necessary for folding the RNA into its correct tertiary structure (58). However, upon titration of L11 with RNA in a buffer containing 5 mM Mg\(^{++}\), the \(\text{H,}^{15}\text{N HSQC spectrum of the protein shows a significant line broadening with only ~60% of the expected signals distinguishable (data not shown). As a high concentration of potassium ions may substitute the components of the alignment tensor were estimated using PALES (66). The final values for \text{D and} Dr were 7.8 and 0.3 for the L11–RNA complex and 6.0 and 0.5 for the L11–RNA–thiostrepton complex. The bond length of the pseudo-atoms of the alignment tensor was set to 10 Å to decrease the overall energy and to increase the convergence rate (77). The best 20 structures were selected based on pairwise backbone RMSD of the 40 lowest energy structures from 80 calculated structures. Modelling of the L11–RNA–thiostrepton complex was achieved using a high ambiguity driven docking (HADDOCK) approach essentially as described by Dominguez et al. (56). We have used the HADDOCK2.0_devel software version in which the multi-component docking feature has been implemented. The ambiguous interaction restraints (AIRs) have been defined for the residues that exhibited significant chemical shift changes upon interaction with RNA and thiostrepton. Furthermore AIRs have been defined as indicated by Lentzen et al. (53). The dockings were performed using the RNA from the crystal structure of the L11–RNA complex [pdb:1MMS] (26), the thiostrepton crystal structure [pdb:1E9W] (78) and a bundle of the 20 best L11 structures, optimized using the RDCs for the L11–RNA–thiostrepton complex. The protein allhdg 5.3 force field (75) was used for the L11 and the dna-rna-allatom force field (79) for the RNA. The topology and parameter files for thiostrepton were generated using the PRODRG server (80). The 200 final water-refined docking results are clustered at the interface within a threshold of 4.0 Å pairwise backbone RMSD. The top-ranked ensemble, according to the average interaction energy and buried surface area, was accepted as the best representative of the complex. RESULTS

Previous studies indicated different possible orientations for the two domains of L11 (6,17,19,38,39), which led us to investigate the dynamics and domain arrangements of this protein in its free form in comparison with the binary complex with its cognate RNA and with the ternary complex with the RNA and the thiostrepton antibiotic (Figure 1A). This is a challenging system to study by NMR, seen the diverse composition of the biomolecular system and the relative large size of the complex (36.1 kDa; L11: 15.1 kDa, RNA: 19.3 kDa and thiostrepton: 1.7 kDa).
magnesium in the native RNA structure formation (28–30), the L11-binding was investigated by a gel-shift assay in the presence of 200 mM KCl (Figure 1B). As evident from this native gel, a stable homogenous RNA–protein complex formed in the absence of magnesium with a gel-shift very similar to the one with magnesium. This effect was confirmed by the observation of non-canonical base pair signals in the imino region of the 1H 1D NMR spectrum of the RNA–L11 complex in 200 mM KCl (Figure 1B). Both observations show the complex formation which indicates that the RNA is properly folded (33,81). To determine the L11 regions involved in the interaction with RNA, a titration experiment was performed using triple labeled (2D15N13C) L11 protein with unlabeled RNA. Upon addition of increasing amounts of RNA, many amide resonances of L11 in the 1H,15N correlation spectra disappeared and reappeared at a different chemical shift location. This observation is indicative for slow exchange between free and RNA bound form of L11 on the NMR time scale and characteristic for a high-affinity complex. As the chemical shift changes could not be

Figure 1. (A) The L11, RNA and thiostrepton components of the system showing the sequences and structures (26,78) of the three components. The L11 protein is indicated in blue, the 23S RNA region in red and the thiostrepton antibiotic in green. The sequence and secondary structure of the L11 protein is shown on top. Below are the secondary structure diagram of the RNA construct used (mutations in respect to the E.coli sequence indicated in bold) and a schematic structure of the thiostrepton antibiotic in which the ‘residues’ are indicated. (B) 1D 1H NMR spectra of the RNA imino region in 200 mM KCl and native gel-shift assays of the RNA in presence and absence of Mg2+ in 200 mM KCl. The conditions are indicated above the lanes: with (+) or without (−) an excess of the L11 protein and thiostrepton antibiotic.
unambiguously mapped by stepwise titration of RNA to the protein due to the slow exchange, the amide resonances of the complex have been assigned. The chemical shift values have been deposited in the Biological Magnetic Resonance data Bank (BMRB, accession no. 7307). An overlay of the 1H,15N TROSY-HSQC spectra of free L11 and the L11–RNA complex is shown in Figure 2A.

Since thiostrepton is poorly soluble in water, for preparation of the ternary L11–RNA–thiostrepton complex, the binary L11–RNA complex was diluted to a concentration of 10–30 μM with NMR buffer containing 5% DMSO. The structure of the complex was not affected by addition of DMSO as no chemical shift changes were observed in the 1H,15N correlation spectra (data not shown). An excess of the thiostrepton antibiotic was added and the sample was heated for 5 min at 70°C to enhance the solubility of thiostrepton and aid the binding if conformational and/or structural rearrangements of the L11–RNA would be needed. However, NMR data indicated that the complex was also formed without this heating step, indicating that no large scale refolding events need to occur for the RNA to bind to thiostrepton. Subsequently, the sample was exchanged and concentrated to NMR buffer without DMSO. The chemical shift changes observed upon binding to thiostrepton were significantly smaller (Figure 2B) with respect to the shifts observed upon binding to the RNA, indicating less dramatic structural changes. The amide resonances for the ternary complex could easily be re-assigned from the spectrum of the RNA–protein complex and have been verified using triple resonance spectra. The chemical shift values have been deposited in the BMRB (accession no. 7308).

As observable from the mapping of the chemical shift perturbations (CSPs) on the L11 sequence (Figure 3), the RNA-binding surface is located in the L11c, which is in good agreement with the X-ray structure of the complex (26). The loop region (residues 86–96) and nearby residues are mostly affected upon the interaction. However, there are no considerable CSPs in L11n, whereas the X-ray structure (26) of the complex suggests possible interactions between the RNA and L11n (residues 10–12, 30, 31 and 71). The 10–12 region in L11n, which is closely located to the L11c, shows relatively the largest perturbations. These moderate CSPs can either be caused by binding of this region to the RNA and by conformational changes in the protein when the L11c moves towards these residues of L11n.

Although the interactions may not necessarily have been translated to large amide chemical shift changes, our NMR findings indicate that the interactions between the L11n and the RNA in the X-ray structure may probably be due to crystal packing, in agreement with the different possible orientations of the N-terminal domain found in other X-ray structures that include L11 and its cognate RNA. Addition of thiostrepton to the L11–RNA complex mainly induced CSPs in the L11n, which confirms the thiostrepton binding site as indicated by Lentzen et al. (53).

Analysis of L11 structures

Various X-ray and cryo-EM structures containing L11 and its cognate RNA are currently deposited in the protein Data Bank (PDB), showing different orientations for the L11 protein. In order to verify the relative domain orientation and its flexibility, the available full-length L11 structures were analyzed. Only the Cα traces have been compared as these are frequently the only coordinates deposited. For several PDB files, the Cα coordinates for the L11 protein are relatively the same as others; most often the ones first deposited in 1MMS by Wimberly et al. (26) are used and were thus not further taken into account. Dissimilar structural coordinates for the L11–RNA complex have been deposited for T.maritima: 487D (82), 1JQT & 1JQ5 & 1JQ7 (38), 1R2W & 1R2X (39), 2B9P & 2B66 & 2B9N (19), Deinococcus radiodurans: 1LNR & 1NKW (5), 1NWX & 1NYW (83), 1SM1 (84), 1PNU & 1PNY (85), 1VOR (86) and E.coli: 2AW4 & 2AW5 (6), 1P85 & 1P86 (17). The Cα coordinates have been extracted and converted to the T.maritima sequence for L11 residues 8–140 before the pairwise root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) analysis (Supplementary Table 1). An overlay of all the different X-ray and cryo-EM structures of L11 is given in Figure 4A to indicate the conformational space that can be occupied by the two domains. The average RMSD to the mean for the stable secondary structure elements is rather small for the independent L11 domains (0.76 Å and 1.13 Å for either L11n and L11c) but becomes much larger for the full-length protein (2.39 Å).

A similar analysis has been performed for the PDB structures containing different orientations of both the L11 protein and its cognate RNA (Figure 4B). The average RMSD to mean for the RNA is 1.67 Å and 1.71 Å for both the RNA and L11c indicating only very little differences in the position of L11c relative to the RNA.

Dynamics of the ribosomal L11 protein

To investigate the effect of the structural rearrangement of the L11 domains on the dynamical properties of the protein, heteronuclear 15N relaxation experiments (1H,15N HetNOE, T1 and T2 measurements) have been performed (Figure 5). Analysis of the relaxation data for the free L11 protein confirmed (36) that the two domains tumble together mostly in a rigid state as the overall rotational correlation time (τc) calculated for the whole protein (8.38 ± 0.03 ns) and the separate domains (L11n: 7.90 ± 0.09 ns; L11c: 8.65 ± 0.11 ns) are highly similar to each other and in the range of the value (10.2 ns) predicted by HydroNMR (73) and are clearly off the range for independently tumbling domains (4.2 ns). The τc value increases upon interaction with RNA (17.2 ± 0.4 ns; L11n: 15.9 ± 0.4 ns; L11c: 18.6 ± 0.4 ns) and further after addition of thiostrepton (18.5 ± 0.4 ns; L11n: 16.7 ± 1.4 ns; L11c: 19.0 ± 0.5 ns), which is close to the predicted value for the L11–RNA complex (18.7 ns). The presence of the flexible loop region in L11c (residues 86–96) for the free form of the protein is indicated by notably large HetNOEs, large T2 values and low order parameters (S2). When the protein is in complex with the RNA, the HetNOE and T2 relaxation data and S2 indicate a rigidification of this loop region to the same extent as the remainder of L11c. This is well in agreement with the observed large CSPs in this region (Figure 3). When excluding the loop region, there is a slight variation in the T2 relaxation (L11n: 89 ± 1 ms; L11c: 77 ± 1 ms) and T1/T2 (L11n: 7.7 ± 0.2; L11c: 8.9 ± 0.2) values which correlates to small
Figure 2. Overlay of the $^1$H$^{15}$N TROSY-HSQC spectra (600 MHz) of L11 in its free form with the RNA bound form (A) and of L11 in the RNA bound form with the RNA and thiostrepton bound form (B). The backbone assignments for L11 are shown for its free form (A) and RNA bound form (B) and some of the major peak shifts are indicated by arrows. The spectra were acquired at 298 K in the same buffer solution [20 mM potassium phosphate buffer (pH 6.1), 200 mM KCl and 5% D$_2$O].
differences in the $\tau_c$ values for both domains. The $T_1$ relaxation
data indicate similar properties for both L11 domains in its free form since the average $T_1$ values for L11ctd and L11ntd are the same (670 ± 15 ms). Upon binding to the RNA, however, the $T_1$ relaxation data indicate that the overall tumbling motion of L11ctd (1290 ± 90 ms) decreases more than for L11ntd (1090 ± 45 ms). This is also apparent from the calculated $T_1/T_2$ (L11ctd: 31 ± 5; L11ntd: 39 ± 8) values for the L11–RNA complex and well in agreement with our notion of no significant CSPs in L11 ntd (Figure 3) and the presence of multiple possible conformations (Figure 4). Interestingly, a further reduction in the overall tumbling motion is observed after binding of the thiostrepton antibiotic in which both L11 domains obtain similar dynamical properties again ($T_1$: 1450 ± 130 ms). For the ternary complex, there is only little deviation in the $T_2$ relaxation (L11ntd: 43 ± 5 ms; L11ctd: 38 ± 3 ms) and $T_1/T_2$ (L11ntd: 37 ± 6; L11ctd: 39 ± 4) values. Apparently, the antibiotic thiostrepton locks the L11ntd conformation in a more rigid (inhibitory) state that stabilizes the ternary L11–RNA–thiostrepton complex.

**Determining the L11 domain orientation using RDCs**

In order to determine the relative orientation of the L11 domains when in complex with RNA (and thiostrepton), RDCs were measured of L11 using pf1 phage alignment media. The phages did not disturb or interact with the L11 complexes as no chemical shift changes were observed in the 1H, 15N correlation spectra (data not shown). RDCs could be determined for many sites that were well distributed across both L11 domains. For the binary L11–RNA complex, 127 1D(N,H) have been measured and for the ternary L11–RNA–thiostrepton complex, 120 1D(N,H) have been measured. Other RDCs have been measured, but could not be determined reliably due to the large line-widths and/or the low signal to noise ratio. The RDC values have been deposited in the BMRB (accession nos 7307 and 7308). A direct comparison of the RDC data with the available X-ray structures is not very accurate as these structures frequently only contain a C$\alpha$ trace and do not contain hydrogens. Therefore, we have calculated the L11 structures for the complexes using C$\alpha$ distance restraints derived from the analyzed PDB.
files of L11 in combination with chemical shift data and the measured RDCs. The use of Cα distance restraints derived from the different X-ray structures additionally implements the ‘flexibility’ in the structure similar to the NOE data, and is therefore better than fitting the RDC data onto single X-ray structures. The structures have been calculated using NOEs and RDCs for free L11 (36) and Cα distance restraints and RDCs for the L11–RNA–(thiostrepton) complexes. Since our NMR data indicate that no considerable structural changes occur in the L11 protein after binding of the antibi-
totic and the RDC data fit well to both domains, the use of Cα distance restraints from the binary complex is justified. Both the NOEs and Cα distance restraints maintain the local structure of each domain, not the orientation. The RDCs are used in the same way for each calculation and determine the orientation of the domains. The back-calculated RDC values agree very well with the structures (R = 0.98). The structure of L11 when free in solution (36) has been compared to the calculated structures of L11 in complex (Figure 6). Apparently, a rearrangement occurs upon binding to the RNA and thiostrepton, placing the N-terminal domain of L11 closer to the RNA. Upon binding of L11 to the RNA, the first principal axis of the mass tensor of L11ntd turns 26 ± 2° as compared to the RNA bound form. This rearrangement is mostly relative to the L11nd as the angle between the principal axes of both domains also changes 24 ± 2°. When comparing the relative orientations of both domains with the analyzed structures form the PDB, the RNA bound orientation is most similar to the EF-G and EF-Tu bound structures [1JQM (38) and 1R2W (39)] although slightly rotated around the first principal axis of L11ntd. The orientation for the ternary complex most closely resembles the orientation as found in the 2AWB (6) E.coli ribosome structure.

### Docking of the ternary L11–RNA–thiostrepton complex

In order to more clearly understand the binding mode of thiostrepton to RNA and L11, a model for the ternary L11–RNA–thiostrepton structure (53) was calculated using HADDOCK (56) and improved by adding conformational information and interaction restraints for the L11 protein. In a first docking approach, the binding pocket for thiostrepton on the RNA was not pre-defined. The NOE based restraints between thiostrepton and the RNA (53) were incorporated in a highly ambiguous manner allowing interaction of thiostrepton with all possible adenine and cytosine residues.
of the RNA. Yet, the final lowest energy structures of the docking presented the binding pocket indeed to be at the RNA stem–loops containing A1067 and A1095. In further calculations, these restraints were incorporated to be fulfilled from the defined protons of thiostrepton to the defined protons of any adenosine and cytosine within or close to the binding pocket in order to avoid too much ambiguity and to increase the convergence rate. In the final calculation, all three components (L11, RNA and thiostrepton) were docked together. Both RNAs present in the X-ray structure from Wimberly et al. (26) were used as input. The 1D 1H NMR spectra of the imino region of the RNA (Figure 1B) indicates some changes after binding of thiostrepton, which may be caused by conformational changes caused by binding of the thiostrepton to the RNA loop regions. Therefore, the side-chains in and near the binding interface (1057–1088 and 1094–1098 nt) for L11 and thiostrepton were left flexible during the semi-rigid docking. The thiostrepton X-ray structure of Bond et al. (78) was used, leaving the whole molecule flexible during all stages of the SA protocol. For the L11 protein, the bundle of 20 best structures as calculated with the RDCs from L11 in the ternary complex was used as input for the docking, leaving the side-chains flexible. AIRs between the RNA and thiostrepton were defined as derived from NMR (53) and mutational analysis (47). AIRs for the interactions between L11 and either the RNA or thiostrepton were based on the CSP data (Figure 3). As the observed chemical shift changes from thiostrepton binding could either be caused by thiostrepton and/or rearrangement of the L11 with respect to the RNA, this was left ambiguous.

The top-ranked docking model for the L11–RNA–thiostrepton complex (Figure 7A) shows the preferential binding orientation of the antibiotic to the RNA and protein. The final structures have been analyzed whether they satisfy the biochemical and structural restraints. The long polypeptide dehydroalanine chain of thiostrepton (Figure 1A) is positioned at the bottom of L11ntd (confirmed by CSPs of residues 29,33,36) and the thiazoline-macrocycle is located next to the
RNA stem–loops and the first helix of L11 ntd. Many contacts are observed for the tzo-1, thr-2, tzb-3 and tsi-4 residues of the thiazoline-macrocycle to the A1067 and A1095 nt of the RNA and to the P26, G29 and Q30 residues of the L11 protein. For the dehydroalanine tail, contacts are observed to the I35 and M36 residues of the L11 protein. Furthermore, the model explains that other CSPs observed in L11 ntd upon binding to thiostrepton are caused by moving L11 ntd closer to the RNA (residues 11, 12 and 56). The quinaldic-acid-macrocycle is mostly located on the outside and does not seem to make many significant contacts to either the RNA and the L11 protein except for qua-7 and ala-11 which are still relatively near to the RNA A1095 and residues G29 and Q30 of the L11 protein. Since the other members of the thiazole family of antibiotics as micrococcin and siomycin differ mainly in this quinaldic-acid-macrocycle, a similar binding mode may be expected. This will present dissimilar surfaces to the outside which may differentially influence the interactions with other factors and RNA.

The buried surface area between the L11 and RNA in the ternary complex is 3300 Å², which is substantially larger than the surface area buried in the L11–RNA complex, [2700 Å² for 1MMS (26)]. The interface is also much larger than for the average protein–RNA complex (1130 ± 550 Å²) (87). In addition, the thiostrepton antibiotic itself buries another 880 Å² of the surface area. These large changes in the buried surface areas correlate well with the high-binding affinity of thiostrepton (22,46).

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION**

The L11_{ntd} and L11_{ctd} are connected by a short linker containing two prolines which limits the conformational space. Nevertheless distinctly different domain orientations were observed when aligning the free form L11 structure with the X-ray structures of the L11–RNA complex (36). Analysis of various X-ray and cryo-EM structures containing L11 and

---

**Figure 7.** (A) Docking results of L11–RNA–thiostrepton. The bundle of the 10 best docking results from the top-ranked HADDOCK cluster is shown for the docking of L11 (blue), RNA (red) and thiostrepton (green) on the left. A combined ribbon/surface diagram for the best representative of the predominant docking orientation (same orientation as the bundle) is shown on the right. The side-chains of the RNA A1067, A1095 and the L11 24–36 residues are indicated by bold sticks. AIRs are defined for the interaction surface of L11_{ctd} and the RNA (L11 residues: 74–76, 80, 87–94, 112, 115–119, 123, 126, 127, 130, 131, 133–135 and RNA nucleotides: 1058–1060, 1062–1065, 1075–1083 and 1088). For the binding of thiostrepton to the RNA, ambiguous restraints have been defined that are based on NOE data (53) for specific protons of the thiostrepton (thr-2, tzb-3 and tsi-4) to the H2, H8 and H1’ protons of any adenosine and cytosine within or near the binding pocket (nucleotides A:1067, 1069, 1070, 1073, 1095, 1096, 1098 and C: 1097 and 1100). Two AIRs were defined based on mutational analysis (47) for A1067 and A1095 to thiostrepton. L11_{ntd} residues 11, 12, 24, 28, 29, 33, 36 and 56 have been selected as active restraints to either thiostrepton or the RNA (1059–1064, 1068–1070 and 1095–1098). Residues 9–14, 21–37, 39, 40, 53, 55–57, 74 of L11 have been defined as passive restraints for the interaction with thiostrepton. (B) Model for L11 binding to RNA and thiostrepton. The L11 (blue) domain orientation changes upon binding to the 23S RNA region (red) and the thiostrepton antibiotic (green). The interaction specifically influences the dynamical properties of both domains.
its cognate RNA indicated that there are considerable differences in the relative orientation of L11 \textsubscript{ntd} with respect to L11 \textsubscript{ctd} and the RNA (Figure 4).

We have assigned the NMR backbone resonances of L11 in the binary complex with its cognate RNA and in the ternary complex with the RNA and thiostrepton in order to map the binding surface of L11 for the RNA and the antibiotic (Figures 2 and 3). The RNA-binding site is located in the L11 \textsubscript{ntd} which is in good agreement with the X-ray structure of the complex (26). Furthermore, the HetNOE, T2 relaxation data and the order parameters (S2) indicate a rigidification of the flexible loop region (residues 86–96) in this domain. The loop undergoes an induced fit conformational change and makes a significant number of hydrogen bond contacts and salt-bridges to the RNA as evident from the X-ray structure (26). Only relatively small CSPs are found in L11 \textsubscript{ntd}. Together with the relatively smaller T1 relaxation observed for L11 \textsubscript{ntd} (Figure 5) in comparison with L11 \textsubscript{ctd}, it indicates more freedom and flexibility for the entire N-terminal domain, which is in agreement with the observed different possible orientations of this domain. Addition of thiostrepton caused a further reduction of flexibility in L11 \textsubscript{ntd} to the same magnitude as for L11 \textsubscript{ctd} indicating a more rigid structure for the ternary complex. The thiostrepton mainly introduced CSPs in L11 \textsubscript{ntd}, which is in agreement with the binding site as indicated by Lentzen \textit{et al.} (53). Thiostrepton-resistant mutations at conserved positions in L11 \textsubscript{ntd} (prolines 22, 23 and 26) have been reported before (50,52). These proline sites cannot be mapped with our amide CSPs, but are clearly within the binding area. The CSPs observed upon binding to thiostrepton were considerably smaller (Figure 2B) in comparison with the ones observed upon binding to the RNA. This indicates that no severe structural changes occur after binding of the antibiotic. The relative orientation of both L11 domains has been determined using RDC data for the binary and ternary complex and before (36) for the free form of L11 (Figure 6). It is evident from the conformational and dynamics data that a domain rearrangement occurs upon binding to the RNA and thiostrepton which places L11 \textsubscript{ntd} closer to the RNA. The RNA-bound orientation of L11 mostly resembles a functional state in which it is able to bind to the elongations factors EF-G and EF-Tu. However, upon binding to the thiostrepton antibiotic, L11 \textsubscript{ntd} rotates to an inhibitory state, which prevents elongation factor binding and possibly also affects release factor binding.

The thiostrepton binding model proposed by Lentzen \textit{et al.} (53) was only based on intermolecular NOEs between thiostrepton and the free RNA. A major limitation of this model is that the L11 protein was not part of the study and the docking was performed using a rigid body model of the L11–RNA complex (26), rather than considering the possibility of multiple conformations in the binary complex. From our study it is evident that the domain orientation of L11 does not remain the same for the binary and ternary complex. Therefore, we have calculated the structure of the ternary complex using additional conformational and interaction data for the L11 protein (Figure 7A). The structure of the thiostrepton remains a weakness in our model as we also started from the known X-ray structure of the antibiotic in isolation (78). We reduced this limitation to some extent by leaving its structure flexible during all stages of the docking calculation. Due to the intermolecular NOEs observed for the thiostrepton thr-2 side-chain to the RNA (53), which is positioned, inside the antibiotic, according to the X-ray structure (78), it is a very realistic assumption that the conformation will change upon interaction.

The presented docking model of the ternary complex shows a preferential binding of the antibiotic underneath L11 \textsubscript{ntd} and next to the RNA stemloops containing A1067 and A1095. The model is well in agreement with biochemical and NMR interaction data. The position of the thiazoline macrocycle relative to the RNA is rather comparable with the model from Lentzen et al. (53), but shifted to some extent in the direction of the stem–loop containing A1095. In contrast, as a result of our additional data for the L11 protein and the included flexibility for the interaction sites and the thiostrepton antibiotic, the positions and orientations of the dehydroalanine tail and the L11 \textsubscript{ntd} are different. Our model indicates that the L11–RNA–thiostrepton ternary complex is very compact as the L11 \textsubscript{ntd} is positioned closely to the RNA, which is stabilized by the antibiotic. The thiostrepton-resistant mutations (prolines 22, 23 and 26) in L11 \textsubscript{ntd} (50,52) are in close proximity of the thiazoline macrocycle of thiostrepton as well as the RNA loop containing A1067. The mutations alleviate the functional effects without affecting the binding affinity of the antibiotic with the RNA. It is suggested that they counteract the stabilization of the complex by destabilizing the L11\textsubscript{ntd} region, which allows the protein domain to move despite the presence of the antibiotic. This is well in agreement with the location of these residues in our model of the ternary complex.

The model of the ternary L11–RNA–thiostrepton complex indicates that the quinaldic-acid macrocycle is mostly at the outside of the complex. Only for the residues qua-7 and ala-11, contacts are observed to the RNA A1095 and the L11 protein. Another thiazole antibiotic, nosiheptide, connects a second macrocycle from xaa-6 to tsi-4. The quinaldic acid is replaced by an indole moiety at nearly the same position as qua-7; which slightly influences the interaction with the RNA (53). The micrococcin antibiotic misses the second macrocycle completely and therefore the additional stabilizing interactions of the qua-7 (and ala-11), which could explain the different binding mode of this antibiotic (53). Furthermore, the dehydroalanine tail for thiostrepton, the nosiheptide and micrococcin are slightly different, which may influence the interaction with L11 and therefore the orientation of L11 \textsubscript{ntd}. In addition there is a large difference in the tsi-4 side-chain of the thiazoline-macrocycle for micrococcin. Lentzen \textit{et al.} (53) found specific NOE contacts from this sidechain to the RNA. As this part is reduced in micrococcin it may influence the way of binding and/or the binding affinity. Either changes in the dehydroalanine tail, the missing quinaldic acid macrocycle and changes in the tsi-4 for micrococcin may give rise to a different binding mode and affinity. As this may cause an more open and less tight complex, it could explain the differences observed in protection of the RNA (47,53). The variation on the outside of the complex may additionally have a specific influence on the binding of other factors, (such as EF-G, EF-Tu, RF-1 and RF-2).

Although 23S RNA is essential for binding of thiostrepton, the L11 protein appears to be important for its inhibitory mechanism. It has been shown that in ribosomes that lack...
L11, the sensitivity to thiostrepton is greatly reduced (88). The L11 protein enhances the thiostrepton binding by a factor of 100–1000 (54,55). From this data, tight binding of the L11–RNA region to thiostrepton would be expected, which supports the complex as proposed here (Figure 7A). Furthermore, the total buried surface area in the ternary complex of nearly 4200 Å² is much larger than for the L11–RNA binary complex (26), explaining the high-binding affinity of thiostrepton (22,46).

In conclusion, thiostrepton stabilizes and enlarges the binding interface between L11 and the 23S rRNA in such a tight manner that it prevents the L11ntd from structural transitions to other orientations, such as the EF-G bound. The N-terminal domain of L11 is accordingly trapped into a rigid (inhibitory) state (Figure 7B), which has a dramatic effect on the level of protein synthesis by the ribosome. In general, our findings show how various (small) components within the ribosomal machinery can have a drastic impact on the overall functionality.
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